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ABSTRACT
With the development of mobile communications and Internet technology, there is a strong need to provide connectivity for roaming devices to
continuously communicate with other devices on the Internet, at any time
and anywhere. The key issue of this vision is how to support mobility in
TCP/IP networks. In this article we review the TCP/IP protocol stack and
analyze the problems associated with it in the mobile environment. We
then investigate the mobility support techniques and existing solutions for
providing mobility support on the Internet. We classify the proposed solutions based on the protocol layers and present paradigms for each category
of layer. We also provide a comparison of the different solutions belonging
to different categories, including their advantages and disadvantages.
Results have shown that there is no single solution that perfectly addresses
mobility support for the Internet. Finally, we conclude this survey with a
recommendation of features that ought to be met in Internet mobility support.

W

ith the rapid growth of wireless access technologies and the increasing number of mobile computing devices, two relevant scenarios other than
traditional fixed networking have arisen. First, in a so-called
nomadic networking scenario, a node requires access to the
fixed network (for data or any other information services) at
arbitrary times and from any location, without the need to
continue the ongoing communication with their communicating peers during movements. In the second scenario, namely
mobile networking, users require their services while roaming,
preferably without interruption or the degradation of communication quality. In fact, the first scenario can be regarded as a
special case of the second scenario. It is common that not
only cellular devices, but also other types of computing
devices (including PDAs and laptops) may desire to connect
to the Internet in a nomadic or truly mobile fashion for various services, such as online gaming, video on demand, or
stock trading. In this article we will focus on reviewing the
existing mechanisms to support the second scenario, which
provides true mobility support for roaming user devices.
As identified later, the traditional TCP/IP networks were
originally designed for communications between fixed devices,
and there are many issues that need to be resolved to support
mobility. Given the importance of mobility support on the
Internet in the last decade, studies that address these issues
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have arisen, coming up with a number of protocol proposals
and IETF RFCs. Many of them have been designed and
implemented, and some of them are starting to be deployed.
Nevertheless, as analyzed in more detail below, they demonstrate both pros and cons in dealing with mobility support in
terms of efficiency, functionality, security, etc. Therefore, a
general comparison of different solutions is needed, including
newly emerging alternatives, and a review and rethinking of
the architectural aspect of Internet mobility support. Among
previous work, Henderson [1] reviewed three host mobility
solutions, namely, Mobile IP, TCP Migrate, and Host Identity
Protocol (HIP)-based mobility, which operate in different layers, and compared them on various aspects of performance,
security, deployment, scalability, robustness properties, etc.
Eddy [2] discussed the strengths and weaknesses of implementing mobility at three different layers of the TCP/IP stack,
suggesting that the transport layer is probably the best layer
candidate to accommodate Internet mobility, and that there
should be more collaboration between layers to avoid conflict
and inefficiency. These exiting works did discuss some of
existing and emerging mobility approaches and proposed
some interesting metrics for comparison. Nonetheless, their
reviews mainly focused on high-layer overview, while an indepth analysis of the underlying properties of various proposals in introducing mobility to TCP/IP architecture is still
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missing. At the same time, other approaches are not considered at all. The objective of this article is to investigate and
compare existing Internet mobility support paradigms as comprehensively as possible, and to discuss what could be potentially deployable in terms of functionality, performance,
changes to existing systems, etc. Interestingly, INFOCOM
2005 organized a panel discussion session on Internet mobility
[3], and a number of issues discussed in this article were also
discussed in the panel.
This article is organized as follows. We review the traditional TCP/IP stack, and present some general goals for any
solution to mobility support for the Internet. In particular, we
describe characteristics of communications in the mobile environment, the performance requirements for Internet mobility
support, and why the traditional TCP/IP network is unable to
support mobility. We present a detailed set of mobility support paradigms, each representing some specific changes to
the existing protocol layer, and study the possible effect and
impact, especially the integration of different mobile support
paradigms. We summarize the advantages and disadvantages
introduced by these different paradigms, and indicate that all
existing solutions have different implications to their application scenarios. There is no single perfect solution so far;
mobility support may require some rethinking of the Internet
architecture, and there should be some general design considerations for any Internet 2 mobility support solution. Finally,
we present our conclusion, which recommends features that
ought to be provided for Internet mobility support.

THE TCP/IP STACK AND
WHY MOBILITY SUPPORT IS DIFFICULT
In this section, starting with a review of the traditional
TCP/IP, we describe the requirements, general goals for introducing mobility support, and problems in this stack.

TCP/IP STACK: A REVIEW
For Internet communications, a number of protocols have to
run in both end hosts and routers, utilizing a five-layer architecture (depicted in Fig. 1), where the Transmission Control
Protocol (TCP), the User Datagram Protocol (UDP), and the
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Internet Protocol (IP) make up fundamental elements of the
architecture, known as the TCP/IP stack.
In the TCP/IP stack, whereas most lower-layer (up to
transport layer) functions are implemented in hardware
devices and OS kernels, the application-layer protocols are
implemented as user application daemon programs, interfacing with the transport layer to use the network service. The
transport layer provides an end-to-end delivery service: TCP
provides a connection-oriented service that allows for reliability, fragmentation, flow control, and congestion control, whereas the User Datagram Protocol (UDP) provides an unreliable
datagram service that enhances basic network functions. The
network layer is responsible for the routing and delivery of
data from a source node toward a destination node across the
same or different types of networks. The data link layer handles issues concerning the physical addressing, network topology, error notification, sequencing of frames, and flow control
between neighboring nodes; link-layer protocols are typically
specified by organizations such as IEEE, not the Internet
community. The physical layer deals with the electrical/digital
characteristics which are actually not part of the TCP/IP stack.
(It is referred in the stack merely for compatibility with the
OSI reference model.)

BASIC FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR
INTERNET MOBILITY SUPPORT
Here, the term “Internet mobility support” refers to keeping
ongoing communications continuity when an IP-based device
moves (i.e., changes its topological point of attachment) to
different networks. We exclude the case where the device just
moves within a single network (or data link-layer mobility). In
order to provide such support, a number of fundamental
issues arise, which can be summarized as the following
requirements for Internet mobility support.
Handover Management: The most important function
needed to support mobility is to keep the ongoing communication alive while a mobile node (MN) moves and changes its
point of attachment to the Internet. In order to continue to
communicate, a core technology called handover management
is required. The main objective of handover management is to
minimize service disruption during handover.
Location Management: Another important function need-
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ed to support mobility is the reliable and timely notification of
the MN’s current location to those other nodes that need it.
The technique to track the desired MN is called location management. Location management involves identifying the current location of the MN and also keeping track of their
location changes as it moves on.
Multihoming: With a wide range of wireless access techniques such as GPRS, WCDMA/UMTS, IEEE 802.11x, etc.
being introduced to provide access to the Internet, the future
mobile environment will be characterized by diverse wireless
access networks, and the MN will be equipped with multiple
interfaces supporting different wireless techniques. Thus it is
necessary to require multihoming support by which the MN
can access the Internet through multiple links simultaneously
and select and switch dynamic links while moving.
Applications: Internet mobility should also support current
services and applications. That is to say, the mobility management mechanism should be transparent, without requiring
changes to current services and applications.
Security: Any mobility solution must protect itself against
misuses of the mobility features and mechanism, for example,
stealing of legitimate addresses or flooding a node with a
large amount of unwanted traffic. Therefore, security is an
important concern when providing Internet mobility support.
Motivated by these requirements, we argue that complete and
useful Internet mobility should address these requirements as
much as possible. In addition, there are performance requirements for mobile environments, as identified as below.

PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
INTERNET MOBILITY SUPPORT
While developing an Internet mobility solution, the performance metrics also deserve special attention. The authors in
[4] discuss the various subnetwork design issues that they consider relevant to efficient IP support in a general sense. In this
subsection we discuss some performance metrics that are the
most relevant for Internet mobility.
• Handover Latency refers to the elapsed time from the
last packet received via the old network to the arrival of
the first packet along the new network during a handover.
• Packet Loss is defined as the number of packets lost
while maintaining communication during a handover.
• Signaling Overhead is defined as the number of messages
for the handover and location procedures.
• Throughput is the amount of data transmitted over a
mobile Internet in a given period of time.

DEPLOYMENT REQUIREMENTS FOR
INTERNET MOBILITY SUPPORT
In addition to functional and performance requirements,
there are some considerations that one should take into
account to successfully deploy a mobility mechanism in the
Internet. Below is a summary of those that seem most prominent.
• Minimum changes to the applications. It is desirable not
having to change every application when the mobility
mechanism is applied in the Internet.
• Avoid adding third-party. Adding a third-party device
into the network usually incurs additional management
overhead and security vulnerabilities, and should be
avoided if possible.
• Easy integration into the existing infrastructure. Changes
to allow integration into the existing infrastructure
should be kept simple, as a well-deployed infrastructure
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implies a significant amount of investment, operational,
and administrative/maintenance efforts if it is necessary
to make updates to software or hardware in routers.

LIMITATION OF TRADITIONAL TCP/IP FOR
INTERNET MOBILITY
The traditional TCP/IP was designed for fixed computer networks. This subsection will analyze some of the limitations of
TCP/IP for Internet mobility.
Limitation of the Link Layer — To the maximal possibility,
wireless access techniques only provide the mobility of homogeneous networks at the link layer [5], which is not appropriate for Internet mobility across heterogeneous networks. In
general the nature of network heterogeneity requires mobility
support functions provided in higher layers. Besides, in mobile
environments, the data link layer is based on wireless access
technologies (such as 3G, WLAN etc.), which are characterized by low bandwidth, high bit error rates, faded and interfered signal with the radio channel, etc. These wireless link
features are encountered by the moving terminals, which may
degrade the transport performance of high layers.
Limitation of the IP Address — The IP address of the network layer plays the roles of locator and identifier. In the
mobile environment, the IP address of the MN has to be
changed to represent the change of its point of attachment to
the network when it moves from one network to another. In
traditional TCP/IP, a change of the IP address makes it
impossible for other devices to contact the device using a constant IP address. In addition, even if the device is able to
obtain a new IP address dynamically, the transport connections established in the previous network will be broken after
the change of IP address.
Lack of Cross-Layer Awareness and Cooporation — For
example, the design of traditional transport-layer protocols
relies on the services provided by the network layer, and does
not consider wireless link properties and mobility. Thus, the
congestion control of TCP [6] does not distinguish the packet
loss caused by handover of mobility and wireless link properties from the normal packet loss in wired networks, which
degrades transport performance [7]. Besides, TCP congestion
control is based on the assumption that the end-to-end path
of a connection is relatively stable after connection establishment. In the mobile environment, the MN will change its
access point of Internet attachment without notifying TCP of
its moving, and thus the existing end-to-end connection path
has to be changed accordingly, which may violate this assumption and cause TCP to make congestion control decisions
based on invalid information [8].
Limitation of Applications — Many applications based on
traditional TCP/IP architecture are also limited in use in the
mobile environment. For example, in Domain Name System
(DNS), the Fully Qualified Domain Name (FQDN) is usually
statically bound to a node’s IP address. Thus the tight binding
between the FQDN and the IP address will be invalid because
of the dynamic change of IP addresses of the MN.

EXTENDING TCP/IP TO SUPPORT MOBILITY
As mentioned in the previous section, the traditional TCP/IP
is not appropriate for Internet mobility. Therefore, various
solutions have been developed to address it. Among them,
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those representing the network layer are Mobile IPv4 (MIPv4)
[9], Mobile IPv6 (MIPv6) [10], and Location Independent
Network Architecture for IPv6 (LIN6) [11]. In the transport
layer, a wide range of studies have been undertaken to provide mobility support for TCP [12–18], the Stream Control
Transmission Protocol (SCTP) [19], and the Datagram Congestion Control Protocol (DCCP) [20]. Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) [21], Dynamic DNS (DDNS) [22], and IKEv2
Mobility and Multihoming (MOBIKE) [23], [24] provide
mobility support in the application layer.
Some researchers were interested in introducing a new
protocol layer between the classic network layer and transport
layer to provide Internet mobility, such as Host Identity Protocol (HIP) [25] based mobility [26], and Multiple Address
Service for Transport (MAST) [27].
In this section we investigate the solutions for improving
mobility of TCP/IP in more detail.

MOBILITY SUPPORT IN THE NETWORK LAYER
Because IP is the ubiquitous internetworking layer for the
Internet, solutions that build on the existing network layer are
considered a natural approach. Mobile IPv4 (MIPv4), proposed by Perkins [9], Mobile IPv6 (MIPv6), proposed by
Johnson et al. [10], and various enhancements to the performance of MIPv4/v6 proposed in [28–34] have represented
“classic” means for supporting mobility on the Internet. The
Location Independent Network Architecture for IPv6 (LIN6)
proposed by Teraoka et al. [11] provides an alternative to
mobility support to MIPv6. These protocols apply techniques
such as proxy, tunneling [35], and locator/identifier separation
[36] to deal with mobility.
Mobile IPv4/IPv6 and Its Enhancement — MIPv4 defines a
home network where the MN is assigned a permanent IP
address called the home address that identifies the MN.
MIPv4 also defines foreign networks that the MN visits. It
introduces two new entities, the home agent (HA) and the
foreign agent (FA), to relay the packets between the MN and
the correspondent node (CN).
In MIPv4, when the MN is on its home network, it acts
like any other fixed node (FN) of that network and requires
no special mobile IP features. Each time it moves out of its
home network and accesses a foreign network, it obtains a
care of address (CoA), e.g. through Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) [37], and informs its HA of the new
address by sending a Registration Request message to the
HA. Upon the HA receiving the Registration Request message, it replies to the MN with a Registration Reply mes-
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sage. The HA then assumes the MN and once packets destined to the MN arrive at the home network, the HA intercepts these packets by using the Proxy Address Resolution
Protocol (ARP) [38, 39] and forwards them to the MN with
the CoA via a tunneling technique. When the FA receives
packets, it removes the IP encapsulation of the packets and
delivers them to the MN. When the MN wishes to send
packets back to the CN, the packets are routed directly from
the MN to the destination, where the MN uses the FA as its
default router. Figure 2 shows the MIPv4 architecture and
its operations.
Packets of MIPv4 to the MN travel via the HA, whereas
the packets from the MN are routed directly to the destination, which incurs triangular routing. MIPv4 registration clearly takes a long time, which significantly increases handover
latency. Also, since packets destined for the MN are not delivered until registration is completed at the HA, this interruption may cause packet loss. Furthermore, the Agent
Advertisement messages and Registration messages that are
sent when the node is traversing also introduce overhead over
the Internet. As the number of wireless users grows, the signaling overhead will increase. To avoid these drawbacks, a
number of techniques such as routing optimization technique
[40], anticipation technique [29], hierarchical technique [28],
and paging technique [41] etc., have been developed to
enhance the basic protocol. In specific environments where
the MNs frequently change their point of attachment to the
network and the number of mobile users grows simultaneously, a number of micro-based mobility protocols (such as
regional registration [28], Low Latency Handover in MIPv4
[39], Hawaii [30], and Cellular IP [31]) have been proposed to
improve the performance of MIPv4.
Security Considerations for MIPv4 — First, the MN may
suffer from the router’s ingress filtering. A foreign network
protected by a firewall may reject the packets when the MN
sends the packet directly to the CN using its home address as
the source address. Ingress filtering can be avoided by using
reverse tunneling. Second, a major risk is associated with the
authentication of the MN. If a bogus CoA was registered with
the HA, it could prevent all connections to the MN, or even
worse, cause all packets to be redirected to some attacker. To
prevent this, the registration messages must be authenticated.
Therefore, RFC 3344 [9] specifies the authentication extensions that are supplied with MIPv4 registration messages. The
authentication extension contains the Type, Length, Security
Parameter Index (SPI), and a “message digest,” which is calculated using HMAC-MD5 [42] (and keyed MD5 [43] for
backward compatibility with older MIPv4 implementations).
Third, without replay protection the attacker could perform
valid but unwanted operations afterward by resending old registration messages. Therefore, MIPv4 proposes to add some
information (e.g., timestamps) to the registration messages by
the message sender, and then the receiver can check the validity of the message. To avoid the latency and clock resynchronization issues, an optional nonce-based replay-protection
approach is also suggested [9].
Because the traditional IP protocol has a variety of limitations for the next-generation Internet [44], the IETF defines a
new network layer protocol, i.e. IPv6, attempting to replace
the current IP protocol. The IPv6 is inherent in supporting
Internet mobility management via MIPv6 [10]. MIPv6 follows
the same basic principles as MIPv4, including home address,
CoA, HA, and tunneling. The main difference is that an FA
no longer exists and the security aspect has been improved. In
addition, route optimization has also been incorporated into
MIPv6.
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In MIPv6, when the MN moves to another network it
acquires the CoA through either stateful [45] or stateless [46]
address auto-configuration. After obtaining a new CoA, the
MN registers to the HA and also to the CN with Binding
Update messages (BUs). The HA and the CN record this
binding in its binding cache. After this, packets from the CN
can be routed directly to the CoA of the MN with the CN’s
home address in the Routing header. Similarly, the MN sends
all packets to the CN directly using the Home Address Destination option, which eliminates the triangle routing. In the
event that the CN wants to communicate to the MN for the
first time, the first packet is tunneled through the HA as in
MIPv4. The HA intercepts any packets addressed to the MN’s
home address and tunnels them to the MN’s CoA using IPv6
encapsulation. For discovering the HA, MIPv6 defines the
Dynamic Home Agent Address Discovery (DHAAD) mechanism [10]. Figure 3 shows the MIPv6 architecture and its
operations.
Because BUs are transferred between the MN and the CN,
as well as the HA, this incurs significant extra overhead, especially when MNs move quickly or increase proportionally.
Thus, the IETF developed the Hierarchical Mobile IPv6
(HMIPv6) [32] protocol to reduce overload and improve handover speed by separating the mobility management local
mobility from global mobility. HMIPv6 proposes a multi-level
hierarchical network architecture and defines a site as any
level of the hierarchical architecture. Inside the visited — or
foreign — network, a new entity called the mobility anchor
point (MAP) is introduced. It acts like a local HA. When the
MN moves within the foreign network, it will only register its
new local CoA to the MAP. The local mobility can be completely hidden from all nodes outside the site. When the MN
moves between inter-sites, the mobility will be handled by
MIPv6.
Fast Handovers for Mobile IPv6 (FMIPv6) [33] is another
proposal aiming at optimization for MIPv6. FMIPv6 attempts
to acquire information that is needed to join a new link
before disconnecting communication at the old link. It utilizes
cooperating access routers that can request information from
other access routers that are possible candidates for a handover. This is done by establishing a tunnel between the two
access routers that allows the MN to send packets as if it was
connected to its old access point while it is completing its handover signaling at its new access router. Therefore, it reduces
the procedure time of movement detection, new CoA configuration, and binding updates, etc. during handover, and eliminates packet loss. Jung et al. [34] propose a combination of
both approaches of HMIPv6 and FMIPv6, which is designed
to combine the advantages of both and provide additional
improvements to reduce signaling overload, packet loss, and
handover latency.
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Security Considerations for MIPv6 — In MIPv6, the security features are integrated and provided as an extension to
headers. The traffic can be protected by IP security protocol
(IPsec) [47] Authentication Header (AH) [48] and Encapsulating Security Payload (ESP) [49] extension headers. Furthermore, IPsec is also suggested to protect MIPv6 BUs and
BAs between the MN and the HA from forgery of the data
originator and replay attacks. The MN and the HA are
required to establish IPsec security association (SA) either by
manual configuration or automatic key management protocols. BUs and BAs between the two entities can then be protected using the IPsec ESP in transport mode or the AH
extension headers. For the protection of the registration messages of BUs and BAs between the MN and the CN, MIPv6
uses the return routability procedure to assure that the right
MN is sending the messages. The detailed procedure is specified in [10], based on the idea of relying on the routing infrastructure to check that the MN is reachable both at its
claimed home address and its claimed CoA. The advantage
of this method is that it limits the potential attackers to those
having an access to one specific path on the Internet, and
avoids forged BUs from anywhere else on the Internet. The
weakness of the method is that it doesn’t defend against
attackers who can monitor the path between the home network and the correspondent node. The return routability procedure is therefore subject to active attacks such as the
Man-in-the-Middle attack launched by such attackers. This
weakness has been investigated and some improvements have
been proposed [50–52]. In addition, MIPv6 develops route
optimization as an alternative to reverse tunneling. The MN
uses the home address in a packet with the Home Address
Destination option. MN uses its CoA as the source address in
the IP header and sends the packet directly to the CN, so it
can avoid ingress filtering and pass through the firewall.
Unfortunately, there have not been enough security considerations for HMIPv6 and FMIPv6, and further security and
operational issues with regard to MIPv6 and its extensions
are still not yet addressed, for example, interacting with the
AAA infrastructure, bootstrapping, and general stateful packet firewall traversal. Some of these issues have been discussed
in recent IETF proposals and research investigations (e.g.,
[53–56]).
LIN6 — LIN6 proposes an alternative Internet mobility solution for the IPv6 protocol. Its basic idea is separating the
identifier and locator in the IPv6 address. LIN6 introduces the
LIN6 ID for each node as the node identifier so that each
node can be identified by its LIN6 ID no matter where the
node is connected and no matter how many interfaces the
node has. In addition, it defines two types of network addresses: the LIN6 generalized ID and the LIN6 address. The LIN6
generalized ID is formed by concatenating a constant value
called the LIN6 prefix before the LIN6 ID. It is used in the
transport layer to identity the connection. The LIN6 address
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is formed by concatenating the network prefix and LIN6 ID.
It is used to route packets over the network layer. The network prefix will then change according to the network where
the MN attaches. Figure 4 illustrates the LIN6 architecture.
In LIN6, on packet transmission, the network layer
extracts the LIN6 ID from the LIN6 generalized ID and concatenates the network prefix and LIN6 ID to create the
LIN6 address of the destination node. On packet reception,
the network layer removes the network prefix part of the
LIN6 address, and then attaches the LIN6 prefix to create
the LIN6 generalized ID of the source node. When the MN
moves to another network and obtains the network prefix of
the new network, the MN updates its location with the CN
in one of two ways. If the MN has a security association, it
sends the Mapping Update Request message to the CN. In
this case, the Mapping Update Request message must
include the Authentication Header. If the MN has no security association, the MN sends the Mapping Refresh message
to the CN to inform the CN that the MN has moved. As a
result, the CN re-queries the mapping agent (MA) to obtain
the new network prefix of the MN. The MN also sends Mapping Update Request message to the MA to inform the current network prefix.
In order to track the current location of the MN, LIN6
employs the MA to maintain the mapping of the LIN6 ID and
the network prefix, and makes use of the DNS to locate the
MAs of the MN. Each MA shall be assigned a predefined
64-bit value called MA IFID as the interface identifier. When
the MN is powered on and attaches to a network for the first
time, it registers its current location with its MAs. When the
CN wants to communicate with the MN for the first time, the
CN sends a query to the DNS sever and obtains the Authentication, Authorization, Accounting and Auditing (AAAA)
record, which consists of the network prefix of the MA and
the LIN6 ID of the MN. Then the CN generates the IPv6
address of the MA by concatenating the upper 64 bits of the
AAAA record and the MA IFID, which is used as the lower
64 bits of the IP address. Then it queries the MN’s MA for
the network prefix of the MN and receives the IP address of
the MN. When the MN moves to a new network, it registers
the new network prefix with the MA and the CN by sending
Mapping Update messages (MUs) with the Authentication
Header or Mapping Refresh message. Figure 5 shows the
LIN6 network architecture and its operations.
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Security Considerations — In LIN6, location registration
with the DNS/MA is authenticated by IPsec or exchanged
cookies. Thus, the security level is almost the same as in
MIPv6.
Analysis of Network Layer Mobility — MIPv4 provides
network-layer mobility and transparency to the higher layers.
However, there are a number of problems associated with it,
e.g. that triangular routing introduces higher latency and extra
overhead to the network. In addition, all packets to the MNs
pass through the HA, which induces heavy load for the HA,
and in the event of an HA failure, all the desired traffic for
MNs using that HA will be interrupted. Thus, MIPv4 is vulnerable to single point of failure. Although many enhanced
techniques and micro-mobility protocols can improve MIPv4
performance, MIPv4 still has weakness in terms of efficiency
and complexity. MIPv6 has the advantages of inherent mobility, security support, and routing optimization compared with
MIPv4. BUs and Binding Acknowledgment messages (BAs)
are authenticated using IPsec AH and ESP. The CN learns
the MN’s CoA dynamically and sends packets directly to the
MN by using the IPv6 routing header. However, as in MIPv4,
MIPv6 has the same problem of the third device, which
increases failure probability of communication, and it has
additional header overhead. The enhancements of HMIPv6,
FMIPv6, and their combination improve the performance by
minimizing signaling overhead, packet loss, and handover
latency, but their scalability and complexity are a concern.
In comparison with MIPv4/MIPv6, LIN6 is more tolerant
of defects/errors because the HA in MIPv4/MIPv6 cannot be
replicated to the subnet other than at the home link, while the
MA introduced in LIN6 can be replicated anywhere on the
Internet. Also, LIN6 has less overhead due to its avoidance of
the extension header and tunneling. That is, LIN6 does not
use any packet interceptor or forwarder such as the HA, so its
routing is the same as traditional IP-based routing. Conceptually, LIN6 adds a transient “presence” service to DNS lookup
for dynamic locator mapping (in this sense, LIN6 can also be
considered as the introduction of a new layer), but it is only
limited to IPv6.

MOBILITY SUPPORT IN THE TRANSPORT LAYER
Because the transport layer is subject to the impact of mobility, much work has been carried out over the past few years on
TCP performance improvement and mobility enhancement
[12–18], including efforts to enhance UDP for mobile environments (e.g., [57]). Recently, the mobility support for the new
transport layer protocols of SCTP and DCCP has been proposed. The basic idea of enabling transport-layer mobility is to
remove network-layer dependences by using indirection,
migration, tunneling, multihoming techniques, etc.
Extending TCP — Much focus has been placed on the TCP
as it is the most widely used transport-layer protocol. We classify the different proposals into two categories: improving
TCP performance for the mobile Internet and TCP mobility
support extension.
Improving TCP Performance for the Mobile Internet —
TCP is a reliable transport protocol tuned to perform well in
traditional wired networks where network congestion is the
primary factor of packet loss. However, networks with wireless
links and mobile hosts induce significant increases in losses
due to high bit error rates, temporary disconnection, limited
bandwidth, etc., which violate many of the assumptions made
by traditional TCP, causing TCP to not adapt well to these
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environments. Therefore, a number of researchers have aimed
to improve TCP performance for the mobile Internet. Indirect
TCP (I-TCP) [12] and Mobile TCP (MTCP) [13] focus on the
bit error rate (BER) problem of wireless links. In ITCP and
MTCP, a TCP connection between the MN and the FN is
split in two with a device called the mobile support station
(MSS), and the connection between the MSS and MH is optimized for the wireless link. Both I-TCP and MTCP achieve
better throughput than standard TCP. Caceres and Iftode
used a fast retransmission mechanism [14] to address the
problem of short disconnections during handover. Haas developed an asymmetric transport-layer protocol called MobileTCP [15] to minimize communication overhead on the MN.
In Mobile-TCP, functions through algorithms and procedures
are implemented with the lower complexity on the MN than
the FN without sacrificing performance and features. To avoid
the invalid TCP congestion control, decisions incurred by the
change of TCP connection path in the mobile environment,
Y. Swami et al. [8] implement a Lightweight Mobility Detection and Response (LMDR) TCP option that allows the MN
to inform the CN when it detects the location change which
can be assisted by other layers such as the neighbor discovery
of MIPv6. Based on the notification, the proper congestion
control behavior can take place and react to correct the performance.
The above proposals optimize the transport performance
of TCP over networks with wireless links. Although they cannot support real mobile networking, they provide mobility
enhancement for the nomadic networking scenario.
Mobility Extension to TCP — Other researchers have considered the issue of how to maintain the ongoing TCP connection when an interruption occurs due to a change in the IP
address.
Funato [16] develops a simple and secure redirection
mechanism called TCP Redirection (TCP-R) to maintain
active TCP connections. The concept of TCP-R is to revise
the pair of addresses in the ongoing TCP connection when the
IP address associated to the TCP connection is changed by
TCP redirection options extension. In TCP-R, when the MN
initiates a new connection, it ascertains if the CN is TCP-R
aware or not, and then may perform a redirection operation.
When the MN moves and is assigned a new IP address, it
sends a Redirect message with the RD REQ option to the
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CN. Upon the CN receiving the message, it validates the connection authenticator with AT REQ and AT REP. If correct,
it revises the pair of addresses of the ongoing TCP connection
with the new MN’s IP address. Simultaneously, the MN also
revises its own pair of IP addresses. Finally, they resume communicating with the revised TCP connection.
Snoeren and Balakrishnan [17] propose an end-to-end
approach to support TCP mobility through a migrating technique. TCP Migrate is similar to TCP-R. It differentiates from
TCP-R through its different implementations by specifying
different TCP migrate options.
MSOCKS [18] presents an alternative TCP mobility support by split-proxy mechanism and extension to SOCKS [58].
In MSOCKS, when the MN changes the IP address that a
TCP connection uses to communicate with the MSOCKS
proxy, it opens a new connection to the proxy and sends a
RECONNECT message with the connection identifier of the
existing connection. Upon receiving the RECONNECT message, the proxy separates the old connection between MN and
Proxy (MN-Proxy) from the connection between the Proxy
and the CN (Proxy-CN), and then concatenates the new
MNProxy connection to the Proxy-CN connection in place of
the old MN-Proxy connection. Finally, the proxy closes the
old connection. Once the concatenation is setup, the proxy
sends an OK message to the MN.
As TCP is one of the primary protocols in the TCP/IP
stack, the performance of TCP over mobile environments is
still a hot topic today after almost 10 years of study. For
example, Elaarag surveyed and compared different approaches to improve the performance of TCP over mobile wireless
networks [7]. Jaiswal and Nandi [59] evaluated the impact of
MIPv6 on TCP variants. These researchers give some new
guidance for improving TCP performance in the mobile environment or mobility enhancement by itself.
M-UDP — Since wireless links tend to be susceptible to
BERs and UDP will also be sustained to a large percentage of
packet loss, Brown and Sigh [57] proposed a Mobile UDP
(M-UDP). M-UDP aims at reducing packet losses in wireless
links. The idea is similar to I-TCP and M-TCP, namely, to
split UDP connections in two at some node close to the
mobile user. This node (called the “supervisor host,” or SH)
attempts to use any free bandwidth to retransmit packets lost
during a fade, thus ensuring that the number of lost packets is
kept small. Every UDP packet is buffered at the SH; the SH
discards a packet if it has run out of buffer space or if it has
been observed to have been transmitted certain times. This
approach is simply a straightforward solution and does not
consider security in the first place. Further details are
described in [57, 60].
MSCTP — A recently developed IETF transport-layer protocol, the Stream Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP) [19],
provides another potential approach for mobility support due
to its multihoming feature. Using SCTP’s ADDIP extension
[61], Mobile SCTP (MSCTP) has been proposed [62].
In MSCTP, the MN initiates an SCTP association with the
CN by negotiating a list of IP addresses. Among these addresses, one is chosen as the primary path for normal transmission,
and the other addresses are specified as active IP addresses.
When the MN reaches a new network and obtains a new IP
address, it sends an Address Configuration Change
(ASCONF) Chunk with an Add IP Address parameter to
inform the CN of the new IP address. Upon receiving the
ASCONF, the CN adds the new IP address to the list of association addresses and returns the ASCONF-ACK Chunk to
the MN. While the MN is moving, it may change the primary
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n Figure 7. Introducing HIP into the TCP/IP stack.
path to the new IP address via the path management function
[19]. The SCTP association, therefore, can continue data
transmission while moving to the new network. The MN also
informs the CN to delete the IP address of the previous network from the address list by sending an ASCONF Chunk
with a Delete IP Address parameter when it confirms that the
previous network link has permanently failed. Figure 6 illustrates the operations of MSCTP.
Security Considerations — Unlike TCP, SCTP uses a
fourstep negotiation process to initiate an association, which
can prevent Denial of Service (DoS) attacks such as an SYN
attack. IPsec is then used to secure the SCTP communication.
The addition/deletion of an IP address to an existing association during mobility does provide an opportunity in which
existing associations can be hijacked. The attacker is then able
to intercept and alter the packets sent and received in the
association. For this reason, MSCTP suggests using IPsec or
Transport Layer Security (TLS) [63, 64] to protect against this
insecure/threatening environment.
DCCP — The Datagram Congestion Control Protocol (DCCP)
[20] provides integrated mobility and multihoming support by
defining the DCCP-Move packet type and two new DCCP
features: the mobility capable feature and the mobility ID feature. DCCP specifies mobility support as optional and the
default to be off, thus DCCP nodes must enable mobility support with the mobility capable feature.
First, the MN sends a Change L option of the mobility
capable feature to inform the CN that it would like to enable
changing its address during connection. Then the CN sends a
Change R option to confirm the MN. After that, the MN
sends a value of the mobility ID feature that is used to identify connection. The value of the mobility ID feature is selected
randomly for security reasons, and a new value is chosen after
each move of the MN. The CN confirms the value of the
mobility ID feature by sending a Conform L option. When the
MN reaches a new network and obtains the new IP address, it
sends a DCCP-Move packet containing a mobility ID value
that was chosen for connection identification. Upon receiving
the DCCP-Move packet, the CN sends a DCCP-Sync message
to the MN, and changes its connection state, using the new
MN address.
Security Considerations — DCCP does not provide cryptographic security guarantees. Nevertheless, by sequence number validity checks, DCCP can protect against some attacks.
For example, attackers cannot hijack a DCCP connection
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Analysis of Transport Layer Mobility — The TCP extensions proposed for improving transport performance on the
mobile Internet cannot deal well with mobility on their own.
Their main purpose is merely to minimize degradation of
transport performance. The mobility enhancements of TCPR,
TCP Migrate, and MSOCKS to TCP can handle mobility and
keep all features of the standard TCP. Their operations are
done in a secure way.
MSCTP provides an alternative solution in the transport
layer. It can support seamless handover and improve transport
performance. However, the current MSCTP proposal only
illustrates the basic requirements for Internet mobility. Some
essential issues, such as when and by which criteria the primary path is changed, or the addition and deletion of the IP
addresses mapped to the SCTP association, should occur during handover and are open to further study. Moreover,
MSCTP by itself does not handle location management, thus
a proposal on reusing MIP for location management in
MSCTP is proposed in [66].
Similarly, the current specification of DCCP is at its primitive stage. There are many problems unsolved. For example,
DCCP has no support for simultaneous movements of both
communicating endpoints, i.e. DCCP supports mobility of
only one endpoint, while the other endpoint remains stationary.

PROVIDING MOBILITY SUPPORT IN A NEW LAYER
Traditional TCP/IP protocols are already heavily loaded down
with functionalities that have been added over the years. Optimization and adding new functionalities to support mobility
are very difficult. A new idea has therefore emerged for Internet mobility that supports introducing a new layer, such as
HIP and MAST, where Internet mobility is deployed.
HIP — The Host Identity Protocol (HIP) [67] is being
designed by the IETF to establish secure communication and
to provide continuity of communication. Similar to LIN6, HIP
is based on the idea of separating location from identity by an
interposed host identity protocol layer that operates between
the network and transport layers (Fig. 7). HIP introduces a
new host identity namespace called the host identifier (HI),
which is a public key. The transport-layer connection is bound
to HI instead of the IP address, and the IP address becomes a
pure routing message. The HI is dynamic, mapped to one or
more IP addresses in the HIP layer. In practice, HIP uses a
host identifier tag (HIT) to represent HI. The HIT can be
obtained by taking the output of a hash function over the HI,
and truncating it to the IPv6 address size.
In HIP, the dynamic binding between HI and IP address is
achieved by using the update packet with HIP readdress packets (REA) parameter. In addition, HIP employs the rendezvous sever (RVS) to provide location management. Upon
HIP initiation, the initiator retrieves the RVS IP address by
looking up the domain name of the peer from DNS with a
HIP RVS resource record (RR), and sends I1 with destination HIT packet to the RVS. The RVS then forwards the initial HIP packet to the peer at its current location. After
receiving I1, the peer completes HIP initiation directly without the help of RVS. Throughout ongoing communication,
the MN moves and acquires a new IP address, sending an
HIP update packet with REA to inform the CN of the new IP
address, and the CN responds to the ACK. Due to security
concerns, the CN may verify that the MN is available through
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n Figure 8. HIP mobility and its operations.
the new IP address. Once the CN has successfully verified
this, the new IP address becomes active and the old address is
removed, so that the CN can communicate through the new
IP address. Figure 8 illustrates the operations of HIP.
Security Considerations — In HIP, the connection establishment procedure includes four steps instead of the traditional three in TCP, thus preventing DoS attacks.
Communications are bound to the public keys of the HI, as
opposed to IP addresses, and are encrypted with ESP, so the
hijack attempt would also be unable to reveal the contents of
communications. The REA message is also signed with the
sender’s public key, so it is impossible to hijack communications through the use of the REA message.

Security Considerations — To resist the attacks of hijacking
an association, MAST uses association-specific weak authentication [70], which ensures that later packets come from the
same source as the initial packet. In addition, IPsec or TLS is
also suggested for other security issues sich as spoofing, redirection, etc.
Analysis of New Layer Mobility — HIP supports multihoming by dynamic mapping from one HI to multiple IP addresses. It also resolves the problem of simultaneous movement of
endpoints by resending the HIP Readdress message to the
RVS if no reply is received. However, the RVS also changes
the basic property by replacing the IP addresses of their client
nodes in the DNS with their own addresses. Thus, the IP
address in the DNS entry no longer directly designates the
endpoint. It suffers from failures because the I1 packet must
be relayed by the RVS when initializing a connection. In addition, the applications that have followed the structure of traditional layers have to be modified to it. MAST does not define
any new namespace or addressing structure, and requires no
change to IP modules or transport modules. In addition. it has
no additional packet header overhead and minimal additional
packet-processing overhead. Hence, MAST has a low barrier
to adoption and use. However, as its development is still in its
preliminary stages there are many open issues to be resolved.
For example, the optimal locator selection can imply some
design difficulties.

MOBILITY SUPPORT IN THE APPLICATION LAYER

MAST — Multiple Address Service for Transport (MAST)
Attempts have also been made to support Internet mobility in
was proposed by Crocker [27] for Internet mobility and multiconjunction with the application layer. This section discusses
homing. Like HIP, MAST defines a layer between the netInternet mobility support using SIP, DDNS, and MOBIKE in
the application layer.
work and transport layers without creating a new namespace
by using the existing IP addresses, in which the initial IP
SIP — The Session Initiation Protocol [21] was initially develaddress assigned for the transport layer connection/association
oped by the IETF as an application-layer multimedia signaling
is used for the identifier of the MN, and other IP addresses
protocol. Nonetheless, it demonstrates potential capabilities
added dynamically while moving are used as the locator of the
for Internet mobility through its ability to define a number of
MN. Thus, the basic idea of MAST in providing mobility is
specific entities and specify SIP messages. In SIP the main
simple: it maps different IP addresses to the single initial IP
entities are the user agent, the redirect server, and the proxy
address.
MAST defines a mechanism that supports
multiple IP address association. The MAST association is manipulated with Request/Response
Port1
Port1
messages, which are used to initially establish the
TCP
TCP
MAST association, update the set of valid IP
IPEID1
IPEID1
MAST
addresses, query association status, convey error
MAST
MAST
information, terminate the association, etc.
In MAST, when the MN moves across the
IP
IP
Presence
Internet, the IP addresses of the MN locator may
IPEL21
IPEL22
IPEL11
IPEL12
be added and removed, while the initial IP
DNS
address continues to be bound to the transport
layer. Other addresses of the MN locator are
Internet
mapped to that initial IP address of the MN
identifier by MAST control exchange. Over the
MN2
MN1
life of the association, the different MN locator
addresses might be active at different times. To
find the MN, MAST uses DNS to provide the
information of dynamic presence service relating
to the MN. The DNS SRV [68] record is defined
to reference a dynamic presence service through
Figure 9. MAST-based approach for mobility management.
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n Figure 11. DDNS location management.

server. Generally, the user agent is the only element where
media and signaling converge. It identifies incoming SIP messages from the user and tracks SIP messages according to user
actions. The redirect server receives SIP messages and identifies the current location of the node. The proxy server relays
SIP messages. Both the redirect and proxy servers can be used
for location management, and they accept location registrations from users. Typically, the SIP server denotes both the
redirect and proxy server. The SIP messages defined in SIP
include INVITE, ACK, BYE, OPTIONS, CANCEL, REGISTER, etc.
In recent years, there have been several proposals for SIP
mobility support [71–76]. The basic idea can be summarized
as follows. When the CN initiates a session with the MN, it
sends an INVITE message. The SIP server in the home network of the MN has current information about the MN’s location and redirects the INVITE message there. Then the
normal SIP signaling procedure is performed to establish the
session. If the MN accesses a new network and obtains a new
IP address via DHCP while the session is ongoing, it will send
a RE-INVITE message with updated session description. This
maintains the same Call-ID of the existing session but replaces
the Contact field of the SIP header with the new IP to inform
the CN where it wants to receive future SIP messages, as well
as replacing the c field of the Session Description Protocol
(SDP) [77] header with the new IP address to redirect the
packets to its new location. After receiving the RE-INVITE
message, if the CN runs a session over UDP, it will send packets directly to the MN’s new IP address. However, if the CN
runs a session over TCP, it will send packets to the MN by the
tunneling technique [74]. When the MN receives the encapsulated packets, it in turn removes them from IP encapsulation.
Similarly, the MN also tunnels packets to the CN. Finally, the
MN sends a REGISTER message to the home SIP server to
update the location information stored there, so that the new
call can be correctly redirected. Figure 10 illustrates SIP
mobility and its operations.
Generally, the handover procedure using SIP may introduce handover latency for the signaling messages procedure
and overhead for IP encapsulation [71], [78]. To improve SIP
mobility performance, Dutta [78] optimizes SIP mobility management by using the intra-domain solution, which limits the
movement indication to within the domain to reduce handover latency and minimize packet loss. Kim et al. [73] propose a mechanism of Predictive Address Reservation with SIP
(PAR-SIP), which reduces handover latency by proactively
processing the address allocation and session update using
link-layer information of wireless networks.

DDNS — As mentioned earlier, traditional DNS is
restricted in the mobile Internet. To resolve the problem,
Vixie et al. [24] propose a method for dynamic updating
of RRs or RRsets from a specified zone by specifying the
UPDATE messages. Because most applications ubiquitously resolve FQDN to an IP address at the beginning of
communication, DDNS can be considered for location
management in the mobile environment where the MN
acts as a server and other nodes actively originate communication with the MN.
To locate the MN as it moves to a new network, the MN
dynamically registers and updates its FQDN-to-IP entry with
the new IP address to DNS servers by sending DNS UPDATE
messages. Then whenever the CN wants to communicate with
the MN, it will query the DNS sever with the FQDN of the
MN, and the DNS sever responds with the current IP address
of the MN. Finally, the CN can initiate and establish communication with the MN directly. Figure 11 illustrates the location management of DDNS in the mobile Internet.

Security Considerations — In SIP there is support for both
authentication and encryption of SIP messages, using either
challenge-response or private/public key cryptography.
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Security Considerations — The dynamic UPDATE messages are based on authenticated requests [79] and transactions are used to provide authorization by Secret Key
Transaction Authentication for DNS (TSIG) [80] or DNS
Request and Transaction Signatures (SIG(0)) [81, 82]. Only
authorized sources are allowed to make changes to a zone’s
contents.
MOBIKE — The Internet Key Exchange version 2 (IKEv2)
[83] signaling protocol is part of IPsec. In IPsec the IKE Security Association (SA) and IPsec SA are established between
the IP address pair and maintained by IKEv2. The IP address
pair is tied to the IKE SA and IPsec SA. Therefore, in the
mobile environment, when devices move and IP addresses
change during IPsec communication, the existing IKE SA and
IPsec SA become invalid and must be rekeyed. Rekeying the
SAs for user interaction and the authentication process often
occurs too slowly [24]. To deal with these mobility challenges,
IKEv2 is being extended by the MOBIKE working group of
the IETF for the mobility extension called MOBIKE, which
aims to keep the established IKE SA and IPsec SA alive
throughout a session so that there is no need to rerun the initial IKEv2 exchange. In this sense MOBIKE can also be
regarded as a network-layer solution, although it operates
based on a procedure located in the higher layer. MOBIKE
provides mechanisms to detect dead peers for connectivity
check, and updates the IP address stored with IKE SA and
IPsec SA by specifying message exchange of the IP address
update notification.
In MOBIKE, multihoming support is integrated by allowing a peer address set to be stored in the IKE SA during initial IKEv2 exchange. In addition, MOBIKE uses Vendor ID
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n Table 1. Functions of proposed paradigms: a comparison.
Payload or Notify payload during initial IKEv2 exchange to
signal the support for MOBIKE. This ensures that a
MOBIKE-capable node knows whether its peer supports
MOBIKE or not. When the MN moves to another network,
MOBIKE uses the IKEv2 Dead Peer Detection (DPD)
mechanism for connectivity testing between address pairs.
Once the MN detects a dead address/path, it then sends an
authenticated address update notification with a different preferred address. Changing the preferred address also has an
impact for IPsec SAs. To allow the IPsec protected data traffic to travel along the same path as the MOBIKE packets, the
outer tunnel header addresses ought to be modified according
to the preferred address pair. MOBIKE suggests two methods
by which the IPsec SAs are changed to use the new address
pair. With one method, when the IKE SA address is changed,
it automatically moves all IPsec SAs associated with it to the
new address pair. The other method requires a separate
exchange to move the IPsec SAs separately.
Security Considerations — In MOBIKE all the messages
are already authenticated by the IKEv2, so there is no possibility that any attackers would modify the actual contents of
the packets. However, the IP addresses in the IP header of
the packets are not authenticated, which might cause vulnerability in the remote redirection.
Analysis of Application-Layer Mobility — SIP provides
Internet mobility support without any modifications of
lower-layer protocols, which are then easily deployed.
Because it functions independently of IP addresses, this
makes SIP appropriate for use with a heterogeneous network. Nonetheless, it is adverse to real-time applications
since considerable handover latency and overload occur with
certain procedures, such as the acquisition of DHCP IP
address renewal, location registration, and the transmission
of the RE-INVITE message from the MN to the CN. In
addition,, overload also occurs through the IP encapsulation
of TCP connections.
DDNS utilizes existing DNS for location management,
which does not require special servers, as with MIP. However,
the DNS registration delay needs to be optimized. In addition,
as DDNS cannot maintain ongoing communication within the
mobile Internet, it is used for location management along
with other solutions as candidate approaches.
With MOBIKE, when an IP address changes due to mobility, the IP source and destination address obtained via the
configuration payloads within IKEv2 and used inside the
IPsec tunnel remain unaffected, i.e., applications do not
detect any change at all. However, MOBIKE cannot deal with
the rendezvous problem, in which both peers move and obtain
the new IP address at the same time without being able to
communicate this to one another.
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COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT PARADIGMS FOR
INTERNET MOBILITY SUPPORT
In this section we will qualitatively evaluate the mobility solutions on the layer category level summarized above from three
aspects of functional requirements, performance metrics, and
required changes of existing systems. We would like to emphasize that the comparison is not complete for solutions in question, but the main issues are discussed according to
comparative approaches.

FUNCTIONAL ASPECTS
We first summarize and compare the mobility support solutions based on requirements for handover management, location management, multihoming, applications, and security.
Table 1 summarizes how the requirements are supported by
the solutions presented above. From the table, we can conclude that none of these solutions fulfill all requirements. The
network layer does not yet support multihoming. New layer
solutions of HIP must define new a API for the HI, which
requires modification of current applications. The transport
layer by itself cannot track nodes, so it is short of the location
management function. They depend on other layers for location management, as in DDNS, MIP, etc. Application-layer
solutions are only appropriate for specific applications, such
as SIP for real-time multimedia, DDNS for location management, and MOBIKE for higher-layer protocols and applications using IPsec. For the security issue, most paradigms
(except M-UDP) address it to some degree. Some paradigms
like MIP, MOBIKE, etc. specified some potential threats.
However, the security considerations of some paradigms are
still primitive. For example, in the transport layer, the MSCTP
suggested using IPsec or TLS to prevent hijacking attacks, but
similar to most paradigms developed so far, it does not specify
the security mechanism in detail. DCCP selects the value of
the Mobility ID feature randomly to protect against attackers,
which is not secure enough in fact because it does not specify
how to guarantee the randomicity of the value of the Mobility
ID feature. Moreover, DCCP also does not provide cryptographic security guarantees.

PERFORMANCE ASPECTS
With the above functional comparison it is easy to derive
qualitatively the performance of different layer solutions
based on the metrics of handover latency, packet loss, signaling overhead, and throughput. The handover mechanism of
the network layer suffers from large handover latency and
considerable packet loss caused by proxies and a lack of support for multihoming, although many techniques, such as
make-before-break or anticipated handovers [84], have been
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n Table 2. Required changes to existing systems: a comparison.
developed to address the problems. Advantages to transportlayer mobility include inherent route optimization, no dependence on the third device, multihoming support, etc., which
make seamless handover and minimization of packet loss
possible with the ability to pause transmissions in expectation
of a mobility-induced temporary disconnection. The new
layer, as in HIP, employs RVS/DNS for location management, which might take quite some time to query and update
a node’s current IP address, by which time it may result in
handover latency and packet loss. In the application layer,
the resigning of an entire zone of DDNS whenever the IP
addresses of one entry change creates a high cost to globally
converge the DNS server, which also impacts handover latency and packet loss.
Mobility solutions in the network layer also involve signaling overhead problems caused by tunneling and extension
headers, etc. Transport-layer solutions seem to alleviate the
problem because they manage mobility by negotiating and
switching connections directly between endpoints. In the new
layer, the updates of the MN’s interface status must be signaled to the CN as in HIP using REA. Similarly, the solutions
of the application layer also suffer from signaling overhead for
IP address updating or redirecting.
Besides, considering the impact of throughput in the
mobile environment, transport-layer mobility improves the
performance of throughput effectively by implementing policies that reset congestion control after reattachment. Other
layers’ solutions by themselves cannot guarantee that the efficiency of transport connections is maintained and cannot handle the degradation of throughput caused by congestion
control.

REQUIRED CHANGES TO EXISTING SYSTEMS
In order to maintain backward compatibility, the network and
protocol infrastructure concern is another important factor in
deployment, including required changes to the endpoint and
the intermediate router, and the addition of a third entity
such as a proxy, an agent, etc., for the network infrastructure,
as well as changes to the protocol infrastructure. Table 2 illustrates the required changes compared for different solutions.
Network-layer solutions are based on routing mechanisms, so
they require changes to the endpoint and router for addressing binding. In addition, they need a third device of agents for
packet forwarding and location management. Because transport-layer solutions are based on an end-to-end model, they
require no change to intermediate routers, and they are
absent from location management by themselves, so there is
no deployment of a third device. Therefore, transport-layer
solutions require very little infrastructure change. New layer
solutions need modifications of the endpoint, and they employ
RVS/DNS for location management, so they also need the
addition of a third device. In addition, the introduction of a
new protocol layer also destroys the traditional TCP/IP infra-
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structure. Similarly, the application solution of SIP employs a
proxy server to relay flows and redirect servers to locate the
MN; it needs to add a third device and change the endpoint.

CONCLUSION
In this article, we analyzed the problems of the traditional
TCP/IP stack caused by the mobility of nodes and their wireless links, and we illustrated that many layers of the TCP/IP
stack have a negative effect on Internet mobility. We also presented a survey of different mobility support paradigms for
the Internet. From our comparisons and the discussion of the
advantages and disadvantages of each paradigm, we concluded that current mobility solutions do not solve all general
problems related to Internet mobility, and it is hard to dictate
which one is most suitable. The individual layer contributes to
Internet mobility, and while the technology is important, the
market will decide. Link-layer mobility support is fundamental
in a mobile Internet, but it constrains within a limited domain
and cannot preserve higher-layer connections. Although the
network-layer solutions can handle most requirements, they
have been slowly deployed because they are ineffective and
complex. Transport-layer solutions can perform handover
management efficiently, but they lack the ability to perform
location management by themselves. New layer solutions
voilate the traditional TCP/IP structure, which has been
deployed widely, so it is difficult to deploy or modify the current infrastructure of the Internet. On the other hand, application-layer approaches are restricted to specific applications.
To provide an effective solution, keeping in mind the
issues of basic functional requirements, performance requirements, and deployment for Internet mobility support, we conclude with the features that need to be satisfied in the mobile
Internet:
• Can it efficiently deal with handover, for example, by
using the anticipated technique of radio triggers, etc. to
detect handover and perform the routing/path update
and location registration process in advance.
• Can it handle various mobile scenarios at the endpoints,
including the client-server scenario, where the MN only
originates the sessions, and the point-to-point scenario,
where the sessions may be originated at either one of the
endpoints of communicating peers. Will it accomplish
this by enhancing location management as with DDNS.
• Will it provide end-to-end mobility and avoid third party
entities or tunneling mechanism that increase complexity
and reduce mobility.
• Will it take advantage of multihoming, which can simultaneously make for seamless handover and improve mobility with its redundancy and load sharing features.
• Will avoid erroneously triggering congestion control
mechanisms, which could arise from the handover of
mobility, wireless link characteristics (e.g., lossy and
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bursty high BER), and communication path change, in
the transport layer, e.g., by extending TCP mobility support features such the LMDR TCP option and enhancing
signaling mechanisms between the transport layer and
other layers such as the link layer, network layer, etc.
• Will it preferably provide compatibility (and thus allow
easier market adoption). That is, it should not impact
current applications, network architecture, TCP/IP structure, or add additional entities.
• Will it take into account the security factors in mobile
environments. Efficient Internet mobility management is
a more challenging issue. In order to satisfy the features
recommended above, it needs all the layers’ participation
in a highly cooperative way. Therefore, we anticipate a
multi-layer architecture for advanced mobility support,
and we suggest the transport layer as the main candidate,
assisted with other layers together, for Internet mobility
support.
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